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ABSTRACT

RESULTS

METHODOLOGY

When checking the quality of content translated into a set of audio recordings,
translators or translation consultants need to search for keywords contained in the
audio recordings. Currently, these individuals are required to manually scour
through hours of recordings to find those containing keywords that need to be
modified. This project aims to implement phone-based audio search to automate
the process of finding the keywords and alleviate the burden on translators. By
performing this search in phone space using universal phone recognizer, the
audio search can be applied to content translated to any language. (A phone is a
distinct speech sound in a language).
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Fig 2. Process pipeline for phone-based search
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Fig 5. Model results – Fine-tuned model

BROADER IMPLICATIONS
• Implementing the phone-based audio search will result in significant cost
savings and help to serve communities that speak languages without speech
recognition support.
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Fig 4. Model results – Universal model
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INTRODUCTION
• The goal of this project is to automate the process of finding keywords in
audio recordings regardless of language. Such an audio search will
increase the pace of oral translation quality assessment. (Fig.1 shows
conservative estimates of the times needed to review and search for
keywords in various audio books)
• Language agnostic phone-based audio search is used instead of Speech
recognition models to extend the functionality to languages without automatic
speech recognition support.
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Fig 1. Time required to search through audio books
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• Can we search through audio recordings in phone space rather than in text space?
If so, can we provide searching functionality for local language recordings?
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• After fine-tuning the Allosaurus phone recognition model, we noticed a
significant increase in the recall percentages. Therefore, Phone-based audio
search is a promising approach to search through audio files in languages
without speech recognition support.
• In future, the model can be deployed as a REST API for practical use.
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